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The Box of Delights
Hop into the world of Peter Rabbit as Peter and his siblings prepare for Christmas in this charming board book! It's
Christmas Eve and Peter Rabbit is wide awake, listening out for Santa Claus. He hears all sorts of noises in the night, but
none of them turn out to be Santa! Can Peter stay awake long enough to see Santa? Another addition to the adorable line of
very young stories set in Peter Rabbit's world. The simple tales deal with the early experiences and emotions of small
children, as seen through the eyes of Beatrix Potter's classic characters.

Green Boy
From mischievous child prodigy to the dynamic Lord of the Dance, an engaging look at the life of Revels founder John
Langstaff. On Christmas Eve in 1920, John Meredith Langstaff was born into a music-filled home where a rousing, wassailing
carol party was the peak of his family’s year. Half a century later, his inspired Christmas Revels was born, a theatrical
weaving of traditional song, folkdance, and drama that has become a beloved institution across the country. Now awardwinning author Susan Cooper, a friend and writer for the Revels, traces its roots through the rhythms of Jack Langstaff’s
life--from star choirboy (and notorious troublemaker) to his early career as a noted recital singer; from a daunting World W
ar II injury to his work as recording artist, TV performer, teacher, and children’s author. Along the way, his passion for
music, ritual, and community fused to spark the incomparable Revels, a participatory celebration that promises to draw
children of all ages for generations to come.

The Grey King
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A family in mourningan ancient bard and a harp key that brings them together. When fifteen-year-old Jen Morgan flies to
Wales to spend Christmas with her family, she's not expecting much from the holiday. A year after her mother's sudden
death, her father seems preoccupied by the teaching job that has brought him and Jen's younger siblings to Wales for the
year. Her brother, Peter, is alternately hostile and sullen,and her sister, Becky, misses Jen terribly. Then Peter tells Jen he's
found a strange artifact, a harp key that shows him pictures from the life of Taliesin, the great bard whose life in sixthcentury Wales has been immortalized in legend. At first Jen doesn't believe him, but when the key's existence -- and its
strange properties -- become known to the wider world, the Morgans must act together against a threat to the keyand to
their family.

The Grey King
SUMMARY: In this conclusion of the tale begun in Over Sea, Under Stone,"Will Stanton, the Welsh boy Bran, and the Drew
children try to locate the crystal sword that alone can vanquish the strong forces of Dark.

Silver on the Tree
Synopsis coming soon.

The Dark Is Rising: An Instructional Guide for Literature
Three children on vacation in Cornwall find an ancient manuscript which sends them on a dangerous quest that entraps
them in the eternal battle between the forces of the Light and the Dark.

The Shortest Day
A strange boy and dog remind Will Stanton that he is an immortal, whose quest is to find the golden harp which will rouse
others from a long slumber in the Welsh hills so they may prepare for the ultimate battle of Light versus Dark.

The Dark Is Rising
Two brothers encounter danger and adventure in a world of the future in this classic dystopian novel from Newbery Medalist
Susan Cooper. Long Pond Cay, in the Bahamas, is a magical white-sand island, and twelve-year-old Trey and silent sevenyear-old Lou love to visit its loneliness. But one day the magic becomes nightmare, and suddenly they are in another world,
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strident, polluted, and overcrowded -- where little Lou is hailed not as a mute Bahamian boy but as the mythic hero Lugh,
born to bring terrible destruction and renewal. Carried betwween worlds in a zigzag adenture of mounting tension and
danger, the children risk their lives not only to save the alien world, but to ward off a new, parallel threat to their beloved
Long Pond Cay. The forces of myth and nature explode together in an amazing climax. This is a deeply moving fantasy told
by an internationally acclaimed Newbery Award -- wining writer, who knows and loves the Bahamian islands. Its vision of a
spoiled world ominously like our own will haunt the reader for long time to come.

Wealth, Actually: Intelligent Decision-Making for the 1%
At the end of a winter-long journey into manhood, Little Hawk returns to find his village decimated by a white man's plague
and soon, despite a fresh start, Little Hawk dies violently but his spirit remains trapped, seeing how his world changes.

The Grey King
A NATIONAL BOOK AWARD FINALIST "Brilliant, honest, and equal parts heartbreaking and soul-healing." --Laurie Halse
Anderson, author of SHOUT "A singular voice in the world of literature." --Jason Reynolds, author of Long Way Down A
powerful coming-of-age story about grief, guilt, and the risks a Filipino-American teenager takes to uncover the truth about
his cousin's murder. Jay Reguero plans to spend the last semester of his senior year playing video games before heading to
the University of Michigan in the fall. But when he discovers that his Filipino cousin Jun was murdered as part of President
Duterte's war on drugs, and no one in the family wants to talk about what happened, Jay travels to the Philippines to find
out the real story. Hoping to uncover more about Jun and the events that led to his death, Jay is forced to reckon with the
many sides of his cousin before he can face the whole horrible truth -- and the part he played in it. As gripping as it is
lyrical, Patron Saints of Nothing is a page-turning portrayal of the struggle to reconcile faith, family, and immigrant identity.

Ancient Mariner
Susan Cooper's brilliant and award-winning fantasy sequence - the fourth volume of which, The Grey King, won the Newbery
Medal - republished in a classic single volume to mark the 50th anniversary. THE DARK IS RISING SEQUENCE Over Sea,
Under Stone The Dark Is Rising Greenwitch The Grey King Silver On The Tree

Seaward
Follows the story of William, an eleven-year-old boy who is the seventh son of a seventh son, as he searches for six magical
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amulets in order to save the world from the threatening evil of the Dark.

The Dark Is Rising
An eleven-year-old boy searches for six magical signs in order to save the world from the threatening evil of the Dark.

THE LEFT HAND OF DARKNESS
Doug Lee is undead quite by accident—attacked by a desperate vampire, he finds himself cursed with being fat and fifteen
forever. When he has no luck finding some goth chick with a vampire fetish, he resorts to sucking the blood of cows under
cover of the night. But it’s just not the same. Then he meets the new Indian exchange student and falls for her—hard. Yeah,
he wants to bite her, but he also wants to prove himself to her. But like the laws of life, love, and high school, the laws of
vampire existence are complicated—it’s not as easy as studying Dracula. Especially when the star of Vampire Hunters is hot
on your trail in an attempt to boost ratings. . . . Searing, hilarious, and always unexpected, Fat Vampire is a satirical tour de
force from one of the most original writers of fiction today.

Yes, You ARE A Monster
Looking for ways to add rigor to your students' explorations of rich, complex literature? Students will be engaged as they
analyze this Newbery Honor and Carnegie Medal Honor Book about a boy's journey to defeat dark forces. The Dark Is Rising:
An Instructional Guide for Literature provides engaging activities that incorporate the following research-based literacy
skills: close reading tasks; text-based vocabulary practice; cross-curricular activities; text-dependent questions; reader
response writing prompts; leveled comprehension questions; story elements comprehension tasks; diverse and relevant
assessments. Strengthen your students' literacy skills by implementing this high-interest resource in your classroom!

The Boggart
Bridge the Gap and Reach the Why Generation If you've ever struggled to motivate the young people in your sphere of
influence, Answering Why is the game-changer you've been looking for. From the urgent skills gap crisis to the proven
strategies to inspire our youngest generations, Answering Why addresses the burning questions faced by educators,
employers, and parents everywhere. Author, CEO, and generational expert Mark C. Perna shares his wide experience and
profound success as both a single dad and performance consultant for education and workforce development across North
America. Readers will be empowered to: • Embrace the branch-creak crisis moments of life • Make meaningful, productive
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connections with the Why Generation (anyone under 40 today) • Bring relevance, self-discovery, and passion to the
learning process The Why Generation is asking a serious question, and it’s time to answer it. This book will help awaken the
incredible potential of young people everywhere and spur them to increased performance on all fronts, so they can make a
bigger difference—which is exactly what they want.

King of Shadows
You’ve tried other self-help books. You’ve tried taking control of your life. You’ve tried affirmations, to-do lists, twelve-step
programs, CBT, NLP and DIY. And… you failed. Well, what did you expect? You’re YOU. But there is another way…
Everything about yourself that made you fail, that prevented you from taking control of your life — why not embrace it?
Why not revel it? Why not wallow in it like a pig in mud? (Yes, mud — not what YOU were thinking!) In short, why not admit
it right now: Yes, You ARE A Monster! In this searing, heartfelt, and mostly duplicitous book, insane author Edweard
Deadwitt lays it all out: how to admit that you are a monster, and how to be the monster that you really, deep down, are.
Develop a plan for either taking over or destroying the world! Learn how best to employ a cloak or mask to accentuate your
monstrousness! Find a use for that evil-looking wart you’ve been trying to sum up the courage to see the doctor about!
Finally, you can stop trying, and just wallow in everything about yourself that makes you NOT fit in!

The Dark is Rising: The Grey King ; Book 4
In their desperate quest to find the grail, stolen by the forces of the Dark, the Drew children have returned to Trewissick.
One night, in a strange ceremony, Jane watches the village women construct the Greenwitch: an ancient offering to the sea.
Overcome by the Greenwitch's power, Jane makes a perilous wish - one that will tip the balance in the ongoing struggle
between good and evil. The third haunting, magical book in the highly acclaimed Dark is Rising sequence.

The Natural Navigator
On holiday in Cornwall, Simon, Jane and Barney Drew discover an ancient map in the attic of the Grey House, where they
are staying with their mysterious Great-Uncle Merry. They know immediately that it is special. But it is much more than just
a map. It is the start of a quest to find a grail, a source of great power that could contain - or resurrect - the powerful, ageold forces of evil in the world. And the Drews are not the only ones searching for it.

Fat Vampire
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These leveled discussion questions about The Dark Is Rising require students to read closely, make connections, and share
their analyses. Included are leveled comprehension questions and suggested answers.

American Gods
Don't miss Enola Holmes: The Case of the Missing Marquess! Now a Netflix original movie starring Millie Bobby Brown,
Henry Cavill, and Helena Bonham Carter! Enola Holmes--younger sister to Sherlock Holmes--is back on another case!
Everyone knows Dr. Watson is Sherlock Holmes's right-hand man, so when he goes missing, it's a shock. Even Sherlock
hasn't the slightest clue as to where he could be. Enola is intrigued but wary; she's still hiding from her older brothers, and
getting involved could prove to be disastrous. But Enola can't help but investigate, especially when she learns that a bizarre
bouquet--with flowers all symbolizing death--has been delivered to the Watson residence. Enola knows she must act
quickly, but can she find Dr. Watson in time? Praise for Enola Holmes: The Case of the Missing Marquess: An Edgar Award
Nominee! "Empowered, capable, and smart . . . [with] an impactful message that you can do anything if you set your mind
to it."--Millie Bobby Brown, Stranger Things * "Enola shows herself to be an intelligent, rational, resourceful, and brave
protagonist. Readers will look forward to hearing this heroine's unique voice again." --Publishers Weekly, starred review *
"This is a terrific package. Springer not only provides two fine mysteries, breathtaking adventure, and key-eyed description,
but she also offers a worthy heroine." --Booklist, starred review

Over Sea, Under Stone
They say a fool and his money are soon parted, and, for the 1 percent, this is especially true. The more wealth one has, the
more risks to their financial security. But with the right knowledge, planning, and guidance, the affluent can not only
preserve their assets but enjoy them as well. Private wealth manager Frazer Rice has seen every challenge and success
that the well-off can face. In Wealth, Actually, he shares his holistic, adaptable approach to wealth management. Through a
combination of philosophical discussion, practical advice, humor, and anecdotes, he shows how prosperous individuals can
determine what they want their wealth to do; communicate with loved ones about their fortune; avoid overspending; handle
wealth threats; evaluate, grow, and protect investments; and choose the best advisors. Money shouldn't be the dream-but,
when it's managed right, it can be the perfect tool to make dreams come true.

Silver on the Tree
In this volume of The Dark Is Rising sequence, Will Stanton, visiting in Wales, is swept into a desperate quest to find the
golden harp and to awaken the ancient Sleepers.
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Patron Saints of Nothing
Only in the world of the theater can Nat Field find an escape from the tragedies that have shadowed his young life. So he is
thrilled when he is chosen to join an American drama troupe traveling to London to perform A Midsummer Night's Dream in
a new replica of the famous Globe theater. Shortly after arriving in England, Nat goes to bed ill and awakens transported
back in time four hundred years -- to another London, and another production of A Midsummer Night's Dream. Amid the
bustle and excitement of an Elizabethan theatrical production, Nat finds the warm, nurturing father figure missing from his
life -- in none other than William Shakespeare himself. Does Nat have to remain trapped in the past forever, or give up the
friendship he's so longed for in his own time?

The Case of the Bizarre Bouquets
In this seasonal treasure, Newbery Medalist Susan Cooper's beloved poem heralds the winter solstice, illuminated by
Caldecott Honoree Carson Ellis's strikingly resonant illustrations. So the shortest day came, and the year died . . . As the sun
set on the shortest day of the year, early people would gather to prepare for the long night ahead. They built fires and lit
candles. They played music, bringing their own light to the darkness, while wondering if the sun would ever rise again.
Written for a theatrical production that has become a ritual in itself, Susan Cooper's poem "The Shortest Day" captures the
magic behind the returning of the light, the yearning for traditions that connect us with generations that have gone before
-- and the hope for peace that we carry into the future. Richly illustrated by Carson Ellis with a universality that spans the
centuries, this beautiful book evokes the joy and community found in the ongoing mystery of life when we celebrate light,
thankfulness, and festivity at a time of rebirth. Welcome Yule!

The Dark Is Rising Comprehension Assessment
Following a serious illness, Will is sent to stay with his uncle in the wild, bleak mountains of Tywyd. He is troubled by vague
memories until he meets the mysterious Bran - and suddenly Will knows the task that lies ahead. With Bran's help, Will set
outs to find the golden harp and awaken the six sleepers who must join the final battle between the Dark and the Light. But
Will is about to encounter his most terrifying opponent yet: the Grey King.

Over Sea, Under Stone
Before GPS, before the compass, and even before cartography, humankind was navigating. A windswept tree, the depth of
a puddle, or a trill of birdsong could point the way home-and, for the alert traveler, they still can. Whether you go exploring
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in the mountains or on a lunch break, natural navigation will keep you on course and open your eyes to the small wonders
of the natural world. Almost anything in our environment can help us find our way-if we know what to look for. Adventurer
and navigation expert Tristan Gooley unlocks the directional clues hidden in: the sun, moon, and stars clouds weather
patterns lengthening shadows changing tides plant growth and the habits of local wildlife Enriched by helpful illustrations,
and filled with navigational anecdotes collected across centuries, continents, and cultures, The Natural Navigator proves
that anyone with a curious mind can still find south by looking at the moon-and find adventure in their own backyard.

Over Sea, Under Stone
When the Scottish owner of Castle Keep died, the ancient castle went to his Canadian great-nephew, Robert Volnik. There
was no way the Volniks could keep the castle, so it was sold to an Edinburgh lawyer, Mr. Maconochie. Two years later, Emily
Volnik and her younger brohter Jessup return to the castle for a visit. To their delight, the Boggart, a mischievous shapeshifting spirit who has lived in the castle for centures, playing tricks on the owners, is still there, making Mr. Mac coubt his
won sanity as strange things happen. At Jessup's urging, Mr. Mac takes them and Tommy Cameron, a local friend, on a
comping trip to Loch Ness, Where a new expedition with advanced underwater equipment is planning another search for
the Loch Ness Monster. The boggart comes along, and, on thier first night there, he is entranced to rediscover Nessie, a
boggart cousin who has long forgotten how to change shape and remains in the prehistoric-monster form he long ago
adopted. Beautifully imagined and beautifully written, this is an unforgettable adventure, filled with humor, suspense, and
wonderful characters. It is a stunning companion to Susan Cooper's earlier book, The Boggart.

The Boggart and the Monster
A Christmas Wish
"Fire on the Mountain Shall Find the Harp of Gold Played to Wake the Sleepers, Oldest of the Old" With the final battle
between the Light and the Dark soon approaching, Will sets out on a quest to call for aid. Hidden within the Welsh hills is a
magical harp that he must use to wake the Sleepers - six noble riders who have slept for centuries. But an illness has
robbed Will of nearly all his knowledge of the Old Ones, and he is left only with a broken riddle to guide him in his task. As
Will travels blindly through the hills, his journey will bring him face-to-face with the most powerful Lord of the Dark - the
Grey King. The King holds the harp and Sleepers within his lands, and there has yet to be a force strong enough to tear
them from his grasp
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Ghost Hawk
Fifteen years ago Francesca Lia Block made a dazzling entrance into the literary scene with what would become one of the
most talked-about books of the decade: Weetzie Bat. This poetic roller coaster swoop has a sleek new design to match its
new sister and brother books, Goat Girls and Beautiful Boys. Rediscover the magic of Weetzie Bat, Ms. Blocks sophisticated,
slinkster-cool love song to L.A.the book that shattered the standard, captivated readers of all generations, and made
Francesca Lia Block one of the most heralded authors of the last decade.

Weetzie Bat
The Magic Maker: A Portrait of John Langstaff, Creator of the Christmas Revels
This is the fifth and last book in "The Dark Is Rising" sequence. The Dark is rising in its last and greatest bid to control the
world. The servants of the light: Will Stanton, the last of the Old Ones, the mysterious Professor Merriman, and the strange
albino Welsh boy, Bran, are helped by three ordinary children in this last desperate battle.

Answering Why
Accidentally transported from his remote Scottish castle to the bright, fast-moving, hi-tech city of Toronto, the highly
mischievous Boggart simply can't resist the opportunity for pranks, and wreaks havoc for the Volnik family, inheritors of his
distant castle home. But the Boggart doesn't mean any real harm, and when he begins to pine for the rolling Scottish mists
and the sound of bagpipes, he turns to his two young friends, Emily and Jessup Volnik, for help. A delightfully funny and
moving story for children.

A Clock of Stars: the Shadow Moth
Three siblings on vacation in Cornwall find an ancient manuscript which sends them on a dangerous quest that entraps
them in the eternal battle between the forces of the Light and the Dark.

The Grey King
Strange things begin to happen the minute young Kay Harker boards the train to go home for Christmas and finds himself
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under observation by two very shifty-looking characters. Arriving at his destination, the boy is immediately accosted by a
bright-eyed old man with a mysterious message: “The wolves are running.” Soon danger is everywhere, as a gang of
criminals headed by the notorious wizard Abner Brown and his witch wife Sylvia Daisy Pouncer gets to work. What does
Abner Brown want? The magic box that the old man has entrusted to Kay, which allows him to travel freely not only in
space but in time, too. The gang will stop at nothing to carry out their plan, even kidnapping Kay’s friend, the tough little
Maria Jones, and threatening to cancel Christmas celebrations altogether. But with the help of his allies, including an
intrepid mouse, a squadron of Roman soldiers, the legendary Herne the Hunter, and the inventor of the Box of Delights
himself, Kay just may be able rescue his friend, foil Abner Brown’s plot, and save Christmas, too. At once a thriller, a romp,
and a spellbinding fantasy, The Box of Delights is a great English children’s book and a perfect Christmas treat.

The Dark Is Rising Leveled Comprehension Questions
Shadow is a man with a past. But now he wants nothing more than to live a quiet life with his wife and stay out of trouble.
Until he learns that she's been killed in a terrible accident. Flying home for the funeral, as a violent storm rocks the plane, a
strange man in the seat next to him introduces himself. The man calls himself Mr. Wednesday, and he knows more about
Shadow than is possible. He warns Shadow that a far bigger storm is coming. And from that moment on, nothing will ever
he the same

A String in the Harp
These assessment questions for The Dark Is Rising are modeled after current testing models requiring students to revisit
the text for answers. Students have to support their opinions and inferences with examples from the text.

The Dark is Rising Sequence
Alone while her parents are away at a special hospital, Cally hears strange sounds in the house which lead her to and
through an antique mirror and into another world.

Greenwitch
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